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The destiny of the Lands Between is at stake. Through the fight of a knight errant, Elden Ring, a
story of the Continent of Floss, unfolds. A kingdom could be saved from doom by the power of a ruler
capable of breaking down the wall of enemies. With the course of history in your hands, become an
Elden Knight, and bring hope to the world! Hello! It’s MMO-Manga Games here today! I’m telling you
about a new fantasy action RPG born from the world of the acclaimed game “Legend of Mana”. Isnt’t
a game where you can become the greatest hero in the realm of Floss? Isnt’t a game that has you
develop yourself while battling with dungeons and lords and ladies? The power of the magic and
weapon-equipments? You will be allowed to raise and fight with these items in “Legend of Mana II”,
due to the release of the early access of the global version of the game! I know there have been a lot
of fans who grew up with “Legend of Mana”, and I want to show the same excitement and adventure
of the game. Thus, I will be going into detail and telling you all the information about this upcoming
game. And please, feel free to ask me anything! I’ll begin with the series related information.
“Legend of Mana II” is the second installment of the Legend of Mana series. It is in development by
Flying Sangheili Studio and developed by Spirit Blue, a developer well known for game such as the
wonderful “Assassins Creed Revelations”, and has a game called “Legend of Mana” which released
in 2011. This installment will have a new story full of new improvements and more characters. Not
only the story, but the game mechanics too have been completely renewed and improved. “Legend
of Mana II” is a game that will have a new feature called “Graffiti”, allowing you to write your stories
on a chalkboard by use of the mouse. In addition to this, there will be more explanatory dialogue
with voice acting. But I’ll tell you more about these later in this post. If you like this kind of game,
you will be pleased with the contents and mechanics of “Legend of Mana II”. “Legend of Mana II” will
be released on PC first in the global

Features Key:
IIIrd Age - Players can become an Elden Lord and wield the power of the legendary Elden Ring.
Three Ages - Uncover Hidden Mysteries, Fight Vast Monsters, and Achieve Legendary Slain.
Unique Rank System - Each character can gain levels, which strengthens their combat power and
enables them to be hired to bring down harder monsters.

Contents

Official Website :
Supported Devices : Windows, Android, iOS.
Supported Languages : English, Korean, Japanese, Chinese, Russian.
Supported Web Browser : Chrome, Firefox, IE, Safari, Opera.

Product Features

Epic Battles - Fight epic battles against a variety of monsters and fight for survival. What's more,
with the epic battles, the enemies will pursue you when you are defeated, and the quest will be
completed. ✓ Fun, Compelling, with a rich RPG element added.
Unique Adventure, Vast World, & Dynamic Combat - Experience the dramatic storyline and ancient
landscapes of the Lands Between, the seamless world which cannot be seen in RPG games. Also, the
Dynamic Combat offers you a richer and deeper gaming experience with auto-attack, combo-attack,
and adding effects. Overcome more complex and dynamic monsters by preparing skill combos, and
show your dominance with your high-level equipment.
Open World & Adventure - Explore the vast world in the Lands Between. A vast world where open
fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs
are seamlessly connected. Exploring the huge world takes time. Early explorers often become
exhausted and are sometimes kidnapped. Work hard to survive, even if you cannot continue!
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The Fate of the Lands Between - A Fate that can change the Lands Between. Discover its power.
Race against the enemy to 
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• An exceptional action RPG with an epic turn-based battle system. • An action RPG with a
combination of the strategic RPG elements. Battle System In a fast-paced turn-based battle, the role
of the characters is essential. Also, your character, your items, and your party members each have
different roles when used strategically. You will be able to experience a highly-detailed battle system
that’s unlike anything you have ever experienced in the past. • Dynamic Action The entire battle
system revolved around the “fight” part that determined the statistics for your character. Your
character will no longer be stuck in place while moving around. You can freely turn 360 degrees
during the battle. • Battles with Unique Elements Depending on the character class you select at the
start of the game, there will be special attacks that can be executed when certain conditions are
met. This adds an element of strategy that has never been seen in an action RPG before. • Dungeon
Navigation Navigating different dungeons, collecting the items needed to raise your attributes, and
fighting bosses that exceed even my imagination will be a joy. In addition, you’ll be able to travel
from one dungeon to another via a fast-travel system. Even in battles with the “fight” system, the
whole game is centered around the action part, to the point where the battle-style action RPG and
the turn-based RPG battle become one seamless action RPG. Role-Playing Game: • The RPG element
where you can improve and develop your character. • The turn-based RPG element where you can
control your character freely and strategically. • The strategic RPG element where you can meet the
challenges that you can’t beat with your own power. Battle System In this RPG where the entire
game revolves around battles, battles will be as intense as they are in an RPG. In addition, the
battles are dynamic events that change the difficulty of battles depending on the level of your
character’s experience. • Active, Positive Effects Along with a combat system that is different from
what we’ve come to expect in a traditional RPG, the effects of your actions are also active. For
example, when you defeat your enemies, your stats will increase. • Worldwide Competitive
Multiplayer It’s fun to compete with other people over the Internet! If you want to compete with
other
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Elements of Awakening Story

After summoning the power of the Sun Shines, you become the
object of a unique “love” story. However, even after releasing
all the power of summoning and after receiving the “love” of
your childhood friend, you’ve still not been able to return to
your own world. There are countless dangers… and even in the
World of Awakening there is nothing you can do. However, it’s
the providence of Fortune that guides those who are able to
accept the curse, and it’s possible for them to recover the key
to their world!

Elements of Awakening Online Play

To face dangers together with others to decipher the secrets of
the world and escape is what the online game does best. You
and your friends can also find plenty of fun by playing other
games together, and you can meet various people through the
selection of your own country. There’s also a wide range of
easy and free events held by various Elements of Awakening
celebrities, such as events organized by Elements of Awakening
tablet RPG figures, guest appearances by Elements of
Awakening voice actress and singer Hiromi Iida, Elements of
Awakening figures with belts and wings that always make
everyone happy, and much more!

Designed to work with a controller, the Elements of Awakening 
Active Line Stick is a controller that has been specially
designed to provide users with an easy and comfortable
gameplay experience. Its stick is light and the buttons and
analog sticks are easy to see, while the appearance is stylish
and compact.
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